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Interaction terms can be introduced in a way similar to RQM. In particular, those
with external electromagnetic or gravitational elds are generated by certain replace-
ments. The resulting equations for non-inertial cases contain terms corresponding to
inertial forces, and this enables us to discuss, e.g., the equivalence principle solely








of a free particle
of mass m is not invariant under G
4
: ~x ! ~x
0
= R~x   ~vt; t
0





L  L   m _s remains invariant, provided the new variable s transforms
under G
4
as s ! s
0
= s + f with f(~x; t)  (R~x)  ~x + (1=2)~v
2





















































































































= 0 with p

 (~p;mu;E=u) to E = ~p
2
=2m.
Our basic assumption then is that NRQM for free systems be invariant under G
5
.







(x) = 0 (2)
with a subsidiary condition
(ih@
5
 mu)(x) = 0 (2
0
)





































(x) = 0 (4)
together with a subsidiary condition of the same form as (2
0











have the 4 4 irreducible representation. Under G
5

































into (4), we nd that only the 2-component spinor  
1
is independent, and satises
the equation of the same form as (3). The extension of the above arguments to the
case of Bargmann-Wigner elds of higher spins is straightforward.
By using vector representations of G
5
such as exemplied in the above we can
construct a manifestly covariant eld theory. It should be noted here that when
a eld  (~x; t) satises a linear equation of the Schrodinger type such as (3), the
probability amplitude '(~x; t) for a particle, resulting from the quantized  , does also
satisfy the same equation. Thus, the same covariance arguments apply as well to '.
3 General Coordinate Transformations
Generalizing G
4









= t, where R and a vector
~
A are taken to be t-dependent. The corresponding












































































) to a non-inertial system S (coordinates : x
0
).





































































































































4 Generally Covariant Field Equations
In order to generalize the eld equation in S
0
to those in S we have only to follow the
procedure employed in going from special to general relativity.

























= 0 from (7) and (8),













) = 0: (9)

































































































) = 0; (12)
whereas the form of the subsidiary condition remains unchanged. The 
0
-matrices













































































































a gauge dependent quantity.


































), dened in a way similar to (5),



































































's being Pauli matrices.
For the case of Bargmann-Wigner elds the results are basically the same as
above. Needless to say, (11) and (14) provide the general expressions for inertial force
potentials.
5 Further Remarks
a) Interactions can be introduced to (2) or (4) by adding G
5
-symmetry conserving
or violating terms. In particular, the usual form of interactions with an external
electromagnetic eld A

(x) is reproduced by making the G
5

























(x) = 0 is assumed. In this way we nd, e.g., the gyromagnetic ratio
g = 2 for the spin 1/2 case [3].
Similarly, the interaction with a given (gravitational) Newton potential (~x) is




































. The potential term thus obtained is m(~x).
b) In an inertial system S
0
we introduce by (16) the interaction with (~x) = ~g~x (~g:






















then obtains the potential term m(~g   ~a)~x
0
. Thus, in S with ~a = ~g the gravitational
eect completely disappears. The result is basically the same for the case of general
's. This implies that NRQM is compatible with Einstein's equivalence principle.
c) Results from our formalism agree with the non-relativistic, Pauli-, Newton-,  
approximations to the corresponding cases of RQM. In fact, our calculations run
almost parallel with those of RQM; approximate equations in the latter hold true
exactly in the former.
d) Our work shows that the method proposed by Marmo et al. [4] can be extended
to those cases in which Lagrangians do not remain invariant after transformations.
e) In our formalism some of the problems which have so far been discussed by invoking
classical mechanics become discussible within the framework of NRQM.
f) NRQM is usually regarded as a theory subordinate to RQM, for the former is a
special case of, and hence obtainable by approximation from, the latter. In view of
the present results, however, we should say that NRQM is an independent theory,
being comparable to RQM.
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